
De’VIA MOTIFS –Resistance and Affirmative themes 

 

chain, resistance tied down, ASL prohibited, trapped, colonialized, audism.  

light bulb, affirmative hope, light so deaf people can see.  

feather, resistance parroting, audism, speech therapy, deaf disempowerment.  

hand, affirmative hand refers to something that you value of, your hand, to be proud of, cherish, love, 
ASL. HAND.  

mirror, resistance two face, mask of benevolence, two way mirror, what do you see in the mirror that 
others do not see? or something that you see turns out different.  

handstand, affirmative We take a stand, stand for our rights, do something, get involved in the 
community. We take pride. We stand for solidarity. 

lock, resistance Lock refers to being trapped, limited, or to something that is unknown or secret.  

flower, affirmative Flower refers to new life, Deafhood, happiness, fragrance, someone to remember. 
hope.  

profit, resistance Profit motif refers to making money off of Deaf bodies. It refers to dollar sign $, so 
when you make art, it has to be resistance theme, meaning making money, they profit. Another 
example, for profiting could go to cultural appropriation. It is a political art. 

butterfly, affirmative Butterfly refers to Deafhood, journey, acceptance, identity, happiness.  

jigsaw puzzle, resistance Jigsaw puzzle refers to disempowerment, something is missing, and mystery.  

candle, affirmative Candle refers to paying a tribute to, to honour, to remember, to respect, to light, and 
light Deaf people can see.  

AGB, resistance AGB refers to Alexander Graham Bell, oralism, audism, mask of benevolence, anything 
that you can think of that associates with AGB.  

ladder, affirmative Ladder is inspired by Debbie Rennie's poem "Black Hole: Color ASL" She used a ladder 
concept in her poem. It is really a beautiful ASL literature. Ladder is a symbol, that shows a way into a 
Deaf community. Always remember this, to climb up the ladder, is positive. If you climb down, it is 
negative.  

blue tape, resistance Blue tape refers to crossed out, trapped, prohibited, mask of benevolence, tied 
down, audism, oppression. I use the blue tape symbol in many of my paintings.  

eyes, affirmative Eye refers to visual, Deaf people rely on visual, Eyeth, a symbol for Deaf people.  

hook, resistance Hook refers to being colonized, can't "escape", you were forced by, it can also be  

eugenic, audism, oralism abuse, brutal discipline. You can use fish hook, wall hook that you hang picture, 
coat hook, etc.  



tree, affirmative Tree refers to life and roots.  

mask, resistance Mask symbolizes lies, truth to be told, two faced, hypotrict (sp), mask of Benvolence, 
hidden, secret.  

baby, affirmative Baby symbolizes Deaf rights, journey, Deafhood, protection, comfort and Deaf 
community.  

nails or screws, resistance David Call symbolizes screws in his "Your Joy, My Pain" and nails in 
"Crucifixion of Sign Language" linocuts. Screws represent surgical solution to "deafness" as in drilling  
and installing CI with screws and nails represent destruction of Deaf community, identity, natural 
language so on as in nails of "The Crucifixicion of Sign Language". I see nail as an attention, alert, 
warning, wake up call like you go around town or campus and post something important. Screw is 
something different I think. It is something permanent and painful.  

hands holding, affirmative hanging in there, you are comforted, someone is there for you, secured, 
support you.  

puppet, resistance Puppet symbolizes colonialism, submissive, passive, audism.  

solidarity fist, affirmative Solidarity fist refers to a group of artivists/activists team together, work 
together to stand and fight for good cause. It must be affirmative.  

octopus, resistance Octopus symbolizes something very big and power seizes over Deaf communities,  

Deaf world, Deaf society. Takes over, control everything.  

door, affirmative Door symbolizes Deafhood journey, enter into your world, a welcome feel, seeking, 
something about the door.  

checkerboard, resistance Checkerboard symbolizes repetition, a pattern, can go crazy, nightmare, clone, 
seems to get lost abit, that sorta thing.  

roundtable, affirmative symbolizes Deaf people can see each other. A gathering together.  

BIRDHOUSE- affirmative- David's motif, that refers to Deaf community, close knitted, family.  

ARROW- resistance- attacking, harming, trying to kill or stop or destroy. 

NEST- affirmative- home, safety, family, birth, future, deaf community. 

BUTTON EYES- resistance- no visual acuity or input, no state of agency or autonomy, a doll, toy, void of 
independence. 

PLAGUE DOCTOR- resistance- is a quack doctor selling false hope to desperate parents for profit. 

MONEY BAG- resistance- is for profit and greed. 

PLAGUE DOCTOR HAT- resistance- same as quack doctor. 

SKULL- resistance- is for eugenics. 

 



 

MOTHER of ALL DEAF SOULS- affirmative- natural sign language, strength, purity, Deaf birthright, 
preservation of Deaf communities for generations to come. Mother of All Deaf Souls is a mythical fertile 
mother of all Deaf Souls. She is an entity that can come in different life forms such as Deaf Baobab Tree 
graphite/color pencil, Elder shaman in "First Kitchen Table Conversation" color pencil, Alice Cogswell in 
"Me Your Mother", "Liberation", and "Harmony in Silence" linocuts and so on. (David Call) 

FAN- resistance- speech practice, repetitive, speech therapy, sense of air coming from mouth.  

MOUTH- resistance- represented the majority group-hearing people, spoken language, speech, aura-
oral, methods.  

STAIRWAY-liberation- life is a journey, sometimes we face difficulty because of expectation from the 
society, walk up to reach the goal or collapse on the stairway, a missing puzzle feeling "always looking" 
for a destination.  

HANDSHAPE- affirmative- sign language 

SPEECH THERAPY-resistance- Airplane, baseball, ice cream, apple, hotdog. 

HAMMER or SLEDGEHAMMER-resistance- hammer or sledgehammer motif to resist or break down 
oppression.  

STRINGS- resistance-tied down, audism, trapped, colonialism, Deaf person as a puppet. 

BLACK HOLE- resistance- invasion, attacking, Second Wave of Oralism, Deaf Disempowerment. 

MOUNTAIN- affirmative/liberation- Paddy Ladd’s quote, artists keep building mountains to prevent 
oralism invasion. 

HORSE-resistance- from the idiom “Whip a Dead Horse”, AGB whips a Deaf horse. Horse is Deaf people 
who have been abused by oralism.  

MIDDLE FINGER- resistance-curse, political, censorship. 

Harlequin/Jester- resistance-joker, pathetic liar, abuser. 

CROWN- 


